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Executive Summary 
This four month project was targeted at retrofitting a commercial golf cart to make it semi-autonomous. The 

first phase of the project involved converting the car to be driven-by-wire. This included installing systems 

for automatic steering, accelerating and braking. The second phase of the project involved adding autonomy 

features to the vehicles to be able to detect stop signs and traffic signals, and respond accordingly. This 

involved installing advanced sensors and developing an artificial intelligence algorithm for video processing 

and object recognition. The complete system by the end of the project is shown in the images below. 

   

Figure 1: Complete System at the Time of Delivery   

This system includes: 

1- A motorized-gear system for steering 

2- Linearly actuated pedals for acceleration and braking 

3- Front camera for road sign and traffic signal recognition 

4- 360-degree sweeping lidar for long range obstacle detection 

5- A system of 3 sweeping ultrasonic sensors for short range obstacle detection 

6- A system of 3 controllers namely PC, Arduino Microcontroller and Raspberry Pi Microcomputer 
to handle actuation, sensing and processing. 

All these system components are shown in the system architecture figure below. 
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Figure 2: Complete System Architecture 

Future work is needed to give the vehicle full autonomy features. This includes installing GPS sensor and GUI 
for autonomous path planning as well as installing pan-tilt platforms for the camera and Lidar to capture 3D 
views and data.  
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Introduction 
In this 4 month long project, a commercial golf cart was retrofitted to display autonomy. The objectives for 

this project were for the golf cart to be able to: 1- follow a pre-defined path 2- detect obstacles both long 

and short range 3- detect stop signs and traffic signals and respond accordingly.  The first step for 

implementation was transforming the car to a driven-by-wire vehicle and this involved accounting for 

automatic steering, braking and accelerating. The second phase of the project involved adding autonomous 

features to the vehicle and that involved image recognition, video processing and 360 mapping. In this 

report, I document the progress made in this project with focus on design options and decision. 

 

Golf Cart Specifications 
Upon inspecting the golf cart provided for the development of this project (shown below), the following 

specifications in table 1 were determined. These specifications guided the design choices made throughout 

the project. 

 

Figure 3: Initial Cart Condition 

Table 1: Golf Cart Specifications 

System Specs 

Battery 8V  

Accelerator  Electric Switch 

Brakes Cable-Drum Mechanism 
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Those specifications were pivotal to the development process in the following way. The battery voltage 

limited the use of actuators (which particularly has 12V voltage) without a voltage boost. The electric switch 

accelerator suggested that acceleration could be done electrically with no actuation or the pedal could be 

actuated mechanically just to make electrical contact. In this acceleration system, the switch connects the 

batteries directly to the motor. Thus, if you want to move slowly, you have to press on the pedal in intervals 

while if you want to move with full speed, you need to press the pedal down the entire time. Some other 

golf carts use timers (that counts time the pedal was pressed down) in addition to switches to control the 

speed and some others use PWM controllers as well to control the speed. The existing model simply had an 

electric switch only. The brake system suggested that a pulley mechanism can be used to coil brake cables 

for braking. Those initial findings gave initial design concepts that are discussed later in this report.  

 

Steering System 
Upon inspecting the vehicle’s steering mechanism, It became known that the design choices are limited to 

alteration of the steering wheel. This mainly because the steering rod is attached to the main body frame. 

Since the objective of the project is to retrofit the car and not redesign it, a choice was made to use the same 

steering mechanism but automate the steering wheel. Based on this choice, three concepts were developed 

that satisfy the same objective. 

Concept #1: Geared Drive 

This concept (shown below) is based on a pinion-gear mechanism. It involves a DC motor connected to a 

pinion that is attached to a larger gear which in turn is connected to the steering rod. The motor is then 

attached to the steering rod assembly externally.  

 

Figure 4: Geared-Drive Steering System Concept 

The advantages of this concept are; 1- Ease of installation 2- Minor changes to the existing system 3- 

Compact design. However, torque capability was questionable.  
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Concept #2: V-Belt Drive 

This concept is sbased on a pulley and belt mechanism which also uses a DC motor as the main actuator. The 

large pulley is to be attached to the steering rod and the motor is to be attached to the Cart floor. The 

advantages of such concept are: 1- High torque 2- Quick Response but it also had the main disadvantage of 

taking up much space inside the cart. 

 

Figure 5: V-belt Steering System Concept 

Concept #3: Direct Linear Drive 

This concept is based on a direct actuation to the wheel connecting rod. This is done through installing a 

linear actuator below the car body and directly connect it to the wheel rod. The linear actuator is supported 

from below but allowed to rotate within plane as the wheel rotates.  This concept has the following 

advantages; 1- Ease of installation 2- Not externally visible 3- Minimal moving parts. However, the main 

disadvantage for such concept is the high torque requirement since there is no mechanical gain provided by 

either gear ratios or pulleys. 

 

Figure 6: Direct Linear Drive Steering Concept 
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Down-selected Concept 

Based on the analysis of each design concept, the first concept was selected for implementation. The design 

involved 3D-printed gear and pinion with a gear ratio of 5 and made out of PLA with 100% infill. The gear and 

pinion were press-fitted into the motor rod and steering rod but also pins were installed for securing the 

contact between the gears and the rods. The motor was then installed to the steering rod with the means of 

two aluminum slabs connected by M6 bolts and nuts. This design is shown below. 

     

Figure 7: Implemented Steering System Design 

The exact specifications of the implemented design is listed below.  

Table 2: Steering System Design Specifications 

Part Specs 

 
 
 

Pinion 

Type= Helical 
Inner Diameter= 6 mm 
Outer Diameter= 24mm 
Pin Hole Diameter = 3mm 
Teeth=10 
Angle = 20 degrees 
Pitch= 2mm 
Material= PLA (100% Infill) 

 
 
 
 

Gear 

Type= Helical 
Inner Diameter= 18 mm 
Outer Diameter= 120 mm 
Pin Hole Diameter = 6mm 
Teeth= 40 
Angle= 20 degrees 
Pitch= 2mm 
Material= PLA (100% Infill) 
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Acceleration/Brake System 
As mentioned in the cart specifications, the vehicle uses cable system for braking and an electric switch for 

accelerating where both are activated by the in-vehicle pedals. Alteration to the existing system in the form 

of controller-generated electric signal instead of mechanical switch for acceleration and motor-driven cables 

are strongly suggested but not preferred for the purpose of this project (i.e. Retrofitting the vehicle with 

minor add-ons). Therefore, the design concepts were constrained by the condition of being able to 

disengage easily with no major changes to the vehicle itself such that the restoration of the manual mode is 

done effectively and easily. Based on that, two concepts were generated both with the objective of actuating 

the pedals automatically. 

 

Concept #1: Linearly-actuated Pedals 

The first concept is based on two linear actuators driving plates to actuate the accelerating and braking 

pedals. The plates are connected to the linear actuators through a bolt and nut and they are only allowed 1 

DOF which is to rotate freely along with the pedals. The main function of the plates is to maximize the 

surface area of the contact between the actuator and the pedals. The linear actuators are to be fixed to the 

cart floor. This concept has the advantages of ease of installation and modularity but has a deficiency when 

it comes to response time between actuation and braking.  This concept is illustrated below. 

 

Figure 8: Linearly-Actuated Accelerating/Braking Concept 

Concept #2: Cable-driven Pedals 

This concept is based on activating the pedals from below the cart floor through the means of a cable and a 

winding pulley. The cable is to be routed through the pedal and winded over the pulley that is attached to a 
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DC motor. The motor is to be attached to the vehicle floor. The concept illustrated below has the advantage 

of high force and fast response time but lacks ease of installation and modularity. 

 

Figure 9: Cable-Driven Accelerationg/Braking Concept 

 

Down-selected Concept 

Based on the the above analysis of of the design concepts, the first concept was selected for implementation 

to make use of the ease of installation at the expense of response time. The implementation was done 

through installing the linear actuators to the vehicle floor through aluminum extrusions that are hooked to 

the vehicle floor from both sides. The plates were made out of wood for a proof of concept and attached to 

the linear actuators through a bolt and nut and allowed rotation freely. The implemented design is showed 

in the image below. 
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Figure 10: Implemented Acceleration/Braking Design 

Obstacle Detection System 
The obstacle detection system is designed to detect obstacles in the long and short range from the vehicle. 

Existing autonomous vehicles use Lidar for 360 mapping as well as short and long range radars for obstacle 

detection. In this project, emphasis was based on low cost, sufficiently accurate and compatible with existing 

controllers off-the-shelf components. Therefore, the following system was devised for short and long range 

detections. 

Long-Range Detection 

The long range detection was implemented through installing a 360-degree sweeping Lidar on the vehicle 

roof. Installation was done through adhesion, at the center of the vehicle and at an angle of 15-degrees to 

target obstacles that are guaranteed to intercept the vehicle. The angle for this lidar was then limited to 120 

degrees field of view to just account for obstacles in the front and side-front of the vehicle while moving 

forward. This system is shown in the figure below.  

 

Figure 11: Installed Long Range Detection Camera 
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Short-Range Detection 

For short-range obstacle detection, a system of 3 ultrasonic sensors were installed at the front bumper of 

the vehicle. The sensors were mounted on top of servo motors that are sweeping a field 120 degrees. to 

account for obstacles in the entire front and sides of  the vehicle. This system is shown below. 

 

Figure 12: Installed Short Range Detection Ultrasonic Sensors System 
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Road Signs and Traffic Signal Recognition 
 

For road sign and traffic signal recognition an off-the-shelf camera was installed on the front top of the 

vehicle’s outer frame to provide front vision for the vehicle. This camera was connected to a PC installed in 

the aluminum frame interior of the vehicle as shown in the image below. The PC processes the raw footage 

captured by the camera in real-time and recognizes stop signs and traffic signal lights  as shown in the image 

below. The algorithm implemented to achieve this is discussed in later sections of this report. 

 

 

Figure 13: Road Signs and Signal Recognition System 
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System Architecture 

Based on the objectives of the project and the design options mentioned earlier, the complete implemented 

retrofitted system had the below architecture in terms of controllers, sensors, power supplies and actuators. 

The choice of these components were based on design objectives, availability and ease of installation.  

 
Figure 14: Final Design System Architecture 

The specifications and function of each of the components shown in the architecture diagram are listed 

below. 

Table 3: System Components Specifications 

Component Specifications Function 

Rechargeable Battery 12V, 4500 mAh Supply power to actuators 

Laptop 2.4 GHz Processor + GPU Run Main Video Processing 
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Python Code 

Arduino Uno 14 I/O pins, 5V, USB Control all actuator motions and 
read short range obstacle 

detection 

Raspberry Pi GPIO breakout Pins, Pi 3 model Control the lidar using a Python 
Code and communicate with 

arduino using GPIO pins 

Motor Driver L298d Dual H-bridge, 2A Supply power and direction to 
actuators 

 
Linear Actuator 

Feedback Linear Actuator, 12V, 
50 lbs force and 4” Stroke (PA-

14P-4-50) 

Actuate the accelerator/brake 
pedals 

Encoded DC Motor 8kg.cm (Rated Torque), 12V, 145 
RPM 

Angle-Control of The Steering 
Wheel 

Servo Sweeper Positional Control, 180 degrees, 
HiTECH HS425BB 

Sweep the ultrasonic sensor for 
+/- 60 degrees 

Camera 3MP, 30 fps Capture video for road sign/signal 
detection 

Lidar Scance Sweep, USB, 40m Range, 
1000 samples/sec  

Detect Obstacles in a Long Range 

Ultrasonic Sensor HC-SR04 Detect Obstacles in a Short Range 

 

Path Planning and Autonomous Control 
As shown in the system architecture, three main controllers were implemented to achieve the autonomous 

control of the vehicle namely PC (Python Script), Arduino UNo and Raspbery Pi. The path moved by the 

vehicle was pre-defined through user input to the Arduino Controller. An internal timer in the controller was 

used to define the distance covered by the vehicle throughout the path. The algorithms implemented by the 

three controllers are illustrated in the flow charts below. 
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Figure 15: Control Algorithm for Sign and Signal Recognition 
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Figure 16: Control Algorithms for Obstacle Detection and Vehicle Motion 
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Future Work 
The status of the vehicle at the current stage gives it semi-autonomy. To achieve full-autonomy, the vehicle 

should be able to plan its own path, have 360-degree view and be able to map the environment around it in 

3D as well as recognize more objects. This can be implemented through installing GPS in the car and connect 

it to a GUI (graphical user interface) for user input of the destination from which the controller can 

automatically generate the vehicle’s path. Therefore the following actions are recommended for future work 

on this project: 

1- Install an industrial camera with better resolution and frame rate  

2- Install a pan/tilt platform for the camera to capture a bigger field of view 

3- Install a tilt platform for the Lidar to capture the environment in 3D 

4- Replace the PC with a microcontroller with high graphical processing unit for faster video processing 

capability, thus, quicker vehicle response 

5- Train the AI model to recognize more road signs  

6- Improve the AI model to determine the distance to obstacle or road sign/signal 

7- Implement a closed loop control system to the vehicle movement (i.e. steering angle, distance covered 

and braking distance). 

8. Improve the lidar data processing algorithm to create a 3D map of the environment and respond 

according to environment. 

 

Conclusion 
In this project, a commercial golf cart was retrofitted to be semi-autonomous. This is done through 

automating the steering, acceleration and braking of the vehicle as well as installing sensors and developing 

algorithms for obstacle detection and road sign and traffic signal recognition. The vehicle’s path was pre-

defined by the user and the vehicle was tested off-the-ground. The successful testing of the vehicle involved 

obstacles, stop signs and traffic signal interrupting the path followed by the vehicle. The vehicle passed the 

above mentioned tests successfully and met the objective of this phase of the project. In this report, future 

work areas were identified to be able to convert the vehicle into a fully-autonomous system. 
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Appendix A: Raw Codes  

#1 Arduino Code 
#include <Servo.h> 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
 
///////////////////////////////// User Defined path //////////////////////////// 
 
const int forward = 20000; 
const int right=25; 
const int turnPause=7000; 
const int forward2 = 18000; 
const int left=40; 
const int forward3= 20000; 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////// Arduino Pins ///////////////// 
 
const int steerA=8, steerB=9, brakeA=6, brakeB=7, accelerateA=10, accelerateB=11, encoderA=2, 
encoderB=3; 
const int accFeedback=A5, brakeFeedback=A4; 
const int trigLeft=A3, echoLeft=A2, trigFront=4, echoFront=5, trigRight=12, echoRight=13; 
const int servoAngles=A0, buzzer=A1; 
 
double const encoderRes=75.0/360.0;    //resolution of the encoder 
double const angleConv=30.6; 
volatile long count2=0;float angle2=0;    // Declaration of the dummy variables for the encoders 
 
volatile int A,B; 
byte state2,state2p; 
 
Servo myServos; 
unsigned long timeElapsed; 
unsigned long timeAtStop; 
 
void setup() { 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  //myServos.attach(servoAngles); 
  attachInterrupt(0,Achange,CHANGE); 
  attachInterrupt(1,Bchange,CHANGE); 
  pinMode(encoderA, INPUT);  pinMode(encoderB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(steerA, OUTPUT);  pinMode(steerB, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(accFeedback, INPUT);  pinMode(brakeFeedback, INPUT); 
  pinMode(accelerateA, OUTPUT);  pinMode(accelerateB, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(brakeA, OUTPUT);  pinMode(brakeB, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(trigLeft,OUTPUT);pinMode(trigRight,OUTPUT);pinMode(trigFront,OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(echoLeft,INPUT);pinMode(echoRight,INPUT);pinMode(echoFront,INPUT); 
  pinMode(buzzer,OUTPUT); 
  digitalWrite(buzzer,HIGH); 
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} 
char instruct; 
bool interrupt; 
void loop() { 
   
  timeAtStop=0; 
  interrupt=scanUltra(); 
  if (Serial.available()>0){ 
    instruct= Serial.read(); 
    if (instruct=='s' || interrupt==true){ 
      brake(); 
      digitalWrite(buzzer,LOW); 
    } 
    else{ 
      digitalWrite(buzzer,HIGH); 
      timeElapsed=millis(); 
      if (timeElapsed<=20000){ 
        accelerate(); 
      } 
      else if (timeElapsed <= 25000){ 
        turn(right,"CW"); 
      } 
      else if(timeElapsed <= 40000){ 
        accelerate(); 
      } 
      else if (timeElapsed <= 45000){ 
        turn(left,"ACW"); 
      } 
      else if(timeElapsed <= 70000){ 
        turn(1,"CW"); 
        accelerate(); 
      } 
      else{ 
        retract(); 
      }    
    } 
  } 
 
 } 
    int x=measure(trigLeft,echoLeft); 
    int y=measure(trigFront,echoFront); 
    int z=measure(trigRight,echoRight); 
    if (x<20 || y<20 || z<20){ 
         flag=true; 
    } 
    else{ 
      flag=false; 
    } 
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    return flag; 
} 
 
int measure(int trig,int echo){ 
  long duration,cm; 
  digitalWrite(trig,LOW); 
  delayMicroseconds(2); 
  digitalWrite(trig,HIGH); 
  delayMicroseconds(2); 
  digitalWrite(trig,HIGH); 
  duration=pulseIn(echo,HIGH); 
  cm=duration / 29 / 2; 
  return cm; 
} 
 
void accelerate(){ 
  analogWrite(accelerateA,255); 
  analogWrite(accelerateB,0); 
  analogWrite(brakeA,0); 
  analogWrite(brakeB,255); 
} 
 
void brake(){ 
  analogWrite(brakeA,255); 
  analogWrite(brakeB,0); 
  analogWrite(accelerateA,0); 
  analogWrite(accelerateB,255); 
} 
 
void retract(){ 
  analogWrite(accelerateA,0); 
  analogWrite(accelerateB,255); 
  analogWrite(brakeA,0); 
  analogWrite(brakeB,255); 
} 
 
void moveForward(){ 
  int pos1,pos1Cm,pos2,pos2Cm; 
  pos1=analogRead(accFeedback); 
  pos2=analogRead(brakeFeedback); 
  pos1Cm=map(pos1,0,1023,0,10); 
  pos2Cm=map(pos2,0,1023,0,10); 
  if (pos1Cm<6){ 
    analogWrite(accelerateA,255); 
    analogWrite(accelerateB,0); 
  } 
  else{ 
   analogWrite(accelerateA,0); 
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   analogWrite(accelerateB,0); 
  } 
  if (pos2Cm>4){ 
    analogWrite(brakeA,0); 
    analogWrite(brakeB,255); 
  } 
  else{ 
   analogWrite(brakeA,0); 
   analogWrite(brakeB,0); 
  } 
   
} 
 
void brake_feedback(){ 
  int pos1,pos1Cm,pos2,pos2Cm; 
  pos1=analogRead(accFeedback); 
  pos2=analogRead(brakeFeedback); 
  pos1Cm=map(pos1,0,1023,0,10); 
  pos2Cm=map(pos2,0,1023,0,10); 
  if (pos1Cm>4){ 
    analogWrite(accelerateA,0); 
    analogWrite(accelerateB,255); 
  } 
  else{ 
   analogWrite(accelerateA,0); 
   analogWrite(accelerateB,0); 
  } 
  if (pos2Cm<7){ 
    analogWrite(brakeA,255); 
    analogWrite(brakeB,0); 
  } 
  else{ 
   analogWrite(brakeA,0); 
   analogWrite(brakeB,0); 
  } 
} 
 
void turn(int angle, String direct){ 
  angle2=count2*encoderRes; 
  int angle3=angle*angleConv; 
  if (direct=="ACW"){ 
    if (angle2<angle3){ 
      analogWrite(steerA,255); 
      analogWrite(steerB,0);    
    } 
    else{ 
      analogWrite(steerA,0); 
      analogWrite(steerB,0); 
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    } 
  } 
  else if (direct=="CW"){ 
    int angleNeg=-1*angle3; 
    if (angle2>angleNeg){ 
      analogWrite(steerA,0); 
      analogWrite(steerB,255); 
    } 
    else{ 
      analogWrite(steerA,0); 
      analogWrite(steerB,0); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void Achange()  
{ 
  A = digitalRead(encoderA); 
  B = digitalRead(encoderB); 
 
  if ((A==HIGH)&&(B==HIGH)) state2 = 1; 
  if ((A==HIGH)&&(B==LOW)) state2 = 2; 
  if ((A==LOW)&&(B==LOW)) state2 = 3; 
  if((A==LOW)&&(B==HIGH)) state2 = 4; 
  switch (state2) 
  { 
    case 1: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 2) count2++; 
      if (state2p == 4) count2--; 
      break; 
    } 
    case 2: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 1) count2--; 
      if (state2p == 3) count2++; 
      break; 
    } 
    case 3: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 2) count2--; 
      if (state2p == 4) count2++; 
      break; 
    } 
    default: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 1) count2++; 
      if (state2p == 3) count2--; 
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    } 
  } 
  state2p = state2; 
} 
 
 
void Bchange() 
{ 
  A = digitalRead(encoderA); 
  B = digitalRead(encoderB); 
 
  if ((A==HIGH)&&(B==HIGH)) state2 = 1; 
  if ((A==HIGH)&&(B==LOW)) state2 = 2; 
  if ((A==LOW)&&(B==LOW)) state2 = 3; 
  if((A==LOW)&&(B==HIGH)) state2 = 4; 
  switch (state2) 
  { 
    case 1: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 2) count2++; 
      if (state2p == 4) count2--; 
      break; 
    } 
    case 2: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 1) count2--; 
      if (state2p == 3) count2++; 
      break; 
    } 
    case 3: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 2) count2--; 
      if (state2p == 4) count2++; 
      break; 
    } 
    default: 
    { 
      if (state2p == 1) count2++; 
      if (state2p == 3) count2--; 
    } 
  } 
  state2p = state2; 
} 
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#2 Python Code 
 

from __future__ import division 
import math 
import struct 
import serial 
import os,sys 
import cv2, time 
import numpy as np 
from skimage.transform import pyramid_gaussian 
blur=[1,3,5,7,9,11,15,17] 
 
camera = cv2.VideoCapture(0) 
 
#ser=serial.Serial('COM3',9600) 
distFlag = False 
redFlag=False 
stopFlag=False 
 
def detect_haar_sign(img): 
    global stopFlag 
    stopFlag=False 
    classifier = cv2.CascadeClassifier('C:\\Users\\MRaslan\\Desktop\\Autonomous Robot Project\\Sign & 
Signal Recognition\\Classifiers\\Stop Sign Classifier\\stopsign_classifier.xml') 
    gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 
    stop_signs = classifier.detectMultiScale(gray, 1.02, 10) 
    for (x,y,w,h) in stop_signs: 
        cv2.rectangle(img,(x,y),(x+w,y+h),(255,0,0),2) 
        cv2.putText(img, 'Stop Sign', (x+5, y - 10), cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX, 0.5, (0, 255, 0), 2) 
        stopFlag=True 
     
    return img 
 
def detectRed(img): 
    global redFlag 
    redFlag=False 
    hsv=cv2.cvtColor(img,cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV) 
    lower_red1=np.array([0,70,50]) 
    upper_red1=np.array([10,255,255]) 
    lower_red2=np.array([170,70,50]) 
    upper_red2=np.array([180,255,255]) 
    mask1 = cv2.inRange(hsv, lower_red1, upper_red1) 
    mask2 = cv2.inRange(hsv, lower_red2, upper_red2) 
    mask = mask1 | mask2 
    res = cv2.bitwise_and(img,img, mask= mask) 
    gray = cv2.cvtColor(res, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 
    blurred=cv2.medianBlur(mask,15) 
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    for i in blur: 
        circles = detectCircles(gray,i) 
        if circles is not None: 
            break 
    gray1 = cv2.bilateralFilter(blurred, 11, 17, 17) 
    im2, c, hierarchy = cv2.findContours(gray1,cv2.RETR_TREE,cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE) 
    cv2.imshow("red mask",gray1) 
    if  (len(c)==0): 
       redFlag=False 
       return False 
    else: 
        redFlag=True 
        return True 
 
def detectGreen(img): 
    hsv=cv2.cvtColor(img,cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV) 
    lower_green1=np.array([40,100,100]) 
    upper_green1=np.array([80,255,255]) 
    mask1 = cv2.inRange(hsv, lower_green1, upper_green1) 
    res = cv2.bitwise_and(img,img, mask= mask1) 
    blurred=cv2.medianBlur(mask1,15) 
    for i in blur: 
        circles = detectCircles(mask1,i) 
        if circles is not None: 
            break 
    gray1 = cv2.bilateralFilter(blurred, 11, 17, 17) 
    im2, c, hierarchy = cv2.findContours(gray1,cv2.RETR_TREE,cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE) 
    cv2.imshow("green mask",gray1) 
 
    if  (len(c) ==0): 
        return False 
    else: 
        return True 
 
def detectYellow(img): 
    hsv=cv2.cvtColor(img,cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV) 
    lower_yellow1=np.array([15,210,20])   
    upper_yellow1=np.array([35,255,255]) 
    mask1 = cv2.inRange(hsv, lower_yellow1, upper_yellow1) 
    res = cv2.bitwise_and(img,img, mask= mask1) 
    blurred=cv2.medianBlur(mask1,15) 
    for i in blur: 
        circles = detectCircles(mask1,i) 
        if circles is not None: 
            break 
         
    gray1 = cv2.bilateralFilter(blurred, 11, 17, 17) 
    im2, c, hierarchy = cv2.findContours(gray1,cv2.RETR_TREE,cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE) 
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    cv2.imshow("yellow mask",gray1) 
 
    if  (len(c) ==0): 
        return False 
    else: 
        return True 
 
def findColor(image): 
       red=detectRed(image) 
       green=detectGreen(image) 
       yellow=detectYellow(image) 
       if (red==True and green==False and yellow==False): 
            return "Red" 
       elif (red==False and green==True and yellow==False): 
            return "Green" 
       elif (red==False and green==False and yellow==True): 
            return "Yellow" 
       else: 
            return "Unidentified Traffic" 
         
def detectCircles(img,blur): 
    img=cv2.medianBlur(img,blur) 
    circles = cv2.HoughCircles(img,cv2.HOUGH_GRADIENT,1,20, 
                            param1=60,param2=30,minRadius=0,maxRadius=100) 
    if circles is None: 
        return circles 
    else: 
        circles = np.uint8(np.around(circles)) 
        return circles 
         
         
def detect_haar_signal(img1,example): 
    classifier = cv2.CascadeClassifier('C:\\Users\\MRaslan\\Desktop\\Autonomous Robot Project\\Sign & 
Signal Recognition\\Classifiers\\Traffic Signal Classifier\\tlcascade.xml') 
    gray = cv2.cvtColor(img1, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 
    traffic_signals = classifier.detectMultiScale(gray, 1.02, 10) 
 
    if example == True: 
        for (x,y,w,h) in traffic_signals: 
            cv2.rectangle(img1,(x,y),(x+w,y+h+40),(255,0,0),2) 
            imCrop = img1[y:y+h+40,x:x+w] 
            cv2.imshow("cropped",imCrop) 
            color=findColor(imCrop) 
            cv2.putText(img1, str(color)+" Signal", (x+5, y - 10), cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX, 0.5, (0, 255, 0), 2) 
 
    return img1 
 
def findblobs(img): 
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    img= detect_haar_sign(img) 
    img = detect_haar_signal(img,1) 
    return img 
 
 
with serial.Serial("COM5", 
                    baudrate = 115200,  
                    parity=serial.PARITY_NONE,   
                    bytesize = serial.EIGHTBITS, 
                    stopbits = serial.STOPBITS_ONE, 
                    xonxoff = False, 
                    rtscts = False, 
                    dsrdtr = False) as sweep: 
    sweep.write("RR\n".encode()) 
    time.sleep(15) 
    print ("Scanse Sweep open") 
    Id="ID\n" 
    sweep.write(Id.encode()) 
    print ("Query device information") 
    resp = sweep.readline() 
    print ("Response: " ) 
    print(resp) 
 
    print ("Starting scanning...") 
    sweep.write("DS\n".encode()) 
    resp = str(sweep.readline()) 
    #assert (len(resp) == 6), "Bad data" 
    status = resp[4:6] 
    if  status == "00": 
        print ("OK") 
    else: 
        print (status) 
        print ("Failed %s" % status) 
        sys.exit() 
      
    log = open("sweep.csv", "w") 
    log.write("angle, distance\n")    
    format = '=' + 'B' * 7 
 
    try: 
        while True: 
            (grabbed, frame) = camera.read() 
 
            if not grabbed: 
                print("No input image") 
                break 
            frame = cv2.resize(frame, (500,500)) 
            frameArea = frame.shape[0]*frame.shape[1] 
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            hsv = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV) 
            frame1=findblobs(frame) 
            #if (redFlag): 
             #   ser.write('s'.encode()) 
            #elif (distFlag): 
             #   ser.write('s'.encode()) 
            #elif(stopFlag): 
             #   ser.write('s'.encode()) 
            #else: 
             #   ser.write('x'.encode()) 
             
            cv2.imshow('frame',frame1) 
            if cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF == ord('q'): 
                break 
             
            line = sweep.read(7) 
            assert (len(line) == 7), "Bad data read: %d" % len(line) 
            data = struct.unpack(format, line) 
            assert (len(data) == 7), "Bad data type conversion: %d" % len(data) 
 
            azimuth_lo = data[1] 
            azimuth_hi = data[2] 
            angle_int = (azimuth_hi << 8) + azimuth_lo 
            degrees = (angle_int >> 4) + (angle_int & 15) / 16 
 
            distance_lo = data[3] 
            distance_hi = data[4] 
            distance = ((distance_hi << 8) + distance_lo) / 100 
            log.write("%f, %f\n" % (degrees, distance)) 
            if (degrees>300 or degrees<60): 
                if (distance>0 and distance <2.5): 
                    print("obstacle") 
                    distFlag=True 
                else: 
                    distFlag=False 
             
    except KeyboardInterrupt as e: 
        pass         
 
    except AssertionError as e: 
        print (e) 
 
    finally: 
        print ("Stop scanning") 
        sweep.write("DX\n".encode()) 
        resp = sweep.read() 
        print ("Response: %s" % resp) 
        log.close() 
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        camera.release() 
        cv2.destroyAllWindows() 
        #ser.close() 
 
camera.release() 
cv2.destroyAllWindows() 
#ser.close() 
 

 


